Project Overview Amber One Million Stars to End Violence Project

The One Million Stars to End Violence project was created in 2012 by Samoan – Australian
artist & star weaver, Maryann Talia Pau,
What began as a personal response to the rape and murder of a young Irish women, Jill
Meagher in Melbourne Australia grew into an international star weaving movement engaging
over 15 countries including Samoa, Fiji, Cook Islands, Tonga, Japan, Malaysia, Barbados,
England, Scotland Canada, USA, Aotearoa New Zealand, Kenya, Nigeria and Australia.
Maryann's goal was to weave and collect one million stars however an outstanding 2.4
million were received, each star a symbol of light, courage and solidarity.
I was first introduced to the One Million Stars Project while visiting the Lane Cove Gallery
Sydney. At the time I was living in Sydney and attended the event as a representative for
The Sisterhood Project for Northern Beaches Women’s Refuge.
The project installation was so impressive, and I was touched by the compelling visual
impact it had along with the powerful message that together we can stand against violence
while connecting with members of the community.
Bringing One Million Stars to Ireland
Until November this year, there were no star weavers in Ireland. Since returning from
Australia I have been working with Amber Women’s Refuge. As an art therapist I saw the
valid potential of bringing people together through a creative activity, working to raise
domestic violence awareness, offer support and create conversations.
I reached out to the project founder Maryann and partnered with The One Million Stars
Project to introduce the concept to Ireland. The iniatiive was launched in Kilkenny during the
16 Days of Activism December 2019 at Newpark Community Centre, Kilkenny.
Project Aims
The Amber Star project’s primary aim was to raise awareness and provide information about
domestic violence. This began in earnest prior to Covid-19 and was achieved by reaching
out to a wide age and social demographic through coordinated weaving workshops in the
local community including schools, youth groups and family centres. The groups worked
together towards the final goal of assembling the handwoven stars together in a public
installation which represents a positive visual act of solidarity against violence. The woven
stars shall be assembled and curated into an installation and exhibited during the 16 Days of
Activism 2020.

Covid Crisis Where to Now?
The current Covid crisis saw the end of community groups star weaving together, however
people in the local community got in contact and asked if they could weave stars at home
and still be part of the project. Ribbon kits were sent off at drop off points and left in
letterboxes. A What’s app group started, then and Instagram page as people wanted to
become more involved and share and stories.
Now more than ever there is a need for us to feel connected and the amount of people
wanting to participate by making stars has gathered momentum.
If anyone would like to become involved, they can contact the numbers below. Other
counties are welcome to join us.

Support for the Project
Contact
Siobhan McQuillan : Mobile: 0858382927 Email: siobhan_mcquillan@yahoo.com
artsreachireland@yahoo.com

https://www.onemillionstars.net www.amberwomensrefuge.ie
Follow the project: @Instagram.com/irelandstarweavers

@amberwomensrefuge @artsreachireland @irelandstarweavers

Find the donate command of the Amber Women’s Refuge website at
www.amberwomensrefuge.ie

Additional Information

Conor Kane RTE

Kilkenny Castle stars on Tour and Stars in Windows around Kilkenny

White Ribbon Star for June 4th

Kells Starlit Vigil

St Josephs Home

Ribbon kits sent out to weavers during lockdown

For more information contact email: Lisa manager@amberwomensrefuge.ie
Siobhan artsreachireland@yahoo.com 085 8382927

